INTRODUCTION
Motivation for this stlldy arises from the profound effeet that grain boundary eomposition has on the engineering properties of eommonly used struetural materials. The interior, or eore of the grain, and the surrounding host material are modelIed as isotropie elastie solids, while the grain bOllndary itself is modelIed as an anisotropie shell. Properties of the shell are thought of as being isotropie in any tangential direetion, but different in the radial direetion; we have ealled this eondition spherieal orthotropy.
Exaet differential equations are derived in this paper, and a numerieal method of solution is presented. Results are validated by eomparison with exaet solutions for isotropie seatterers, and several eases of anisotropy are presented. Variations in seattering amplitude assoeiated with different levels of anisotropy suggest that grain boundary properties may be inferred from ultrasonie baekscatter. Ying and Truell (1956) solved the problem of a plane longitudinal wave seattered from a spherieal, isotropie elastie seatterer in an infinite isotropie elastie medium. Their solution is written in terms of two potential funetions, \f1 and TI , whieh represent freely propagating longitudinal and transverse waves:
ANAL YTIC SOLUTION FOR ISOTROPIC MEDIA
Soltltions in spherieal coordinates are known to be composed of aLegendre polynomial with the argument eos <\>, and spherieal ßessel or Hankel funetions with the argument kr (for longitudinal waves), or Kr (for transverse waves). (3) Noting that the angular dependence contained in the Legendre polynomials is entirely independent of material properties, we see that stresses and displacements can be matched at the boundary between the two media by matching only the radial parts of the solution contained in the Hankel and Bessel functions. This observation also holds for a spherical inclusion with any number of isotropie shells, where the radially dependent part of the field in eaeh of the shells is expressed as a superposition of spherieal Hankel funetions of the first and seeond kind.
We also note that for a spherically orthotropie material, the angular dependenees found for the isotropie case are still valid. It ean be shown that a eomposite plate eonsisting of altemating layers of isotropie materials displays transversely isotropie properties (Postma, 1955) ; layered spherieal shells would result in spherieally orthotropie properties. Within eaeh layer we know the angular dependenee to be independent of material properties (and shell thiekness), so if we think of the anisotropie shell problem as the limit of a layered shell problem (letting the number of layers increase while their thiekness decreases), then it is clear that the same angular dependenee will persist through the limiting process. Therefore, in matehing stresses or displacements at shell boundaries, in the anisotropie ease, only the radial parts of the solution need be eonsidered.
EXACT DIFFERENTIAL EQUA TIONS FOR ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
In this section we derive exaet differential equations for wave propagation in a medium with spherieally orthotropic properties. Sueh materials are eharaeterized by invarianee of elastie eonstants under rotation around any axis through the origin. The tensor of elastie eonstants has five independent values, and may be written:
For a plane incident longitudinal wave propagating in the -x3 direetion, the whole problem is symmetrie about the x3 axis, so derivatives with respeet to 9 and the theta-direetion displaeement, lla , are zero. The angle <I> is measured from the x3 axis, and eis in the Xl -x2 plane.
Combining the momentum equation with the constitutive and strain/displacement relationships results in two eoupled differential equations in the two variables ur and u. '
whieh are separable in their angular and radial dependences. 
0= {(C12 +C(6)~U,., + (C22 + C23 + 2Cr.,)~Il,} ."
(5b)
where two eonvenient elifferential operators are elefineel:
1 .
<I>(f(<jJ)) = sin<!l ((sm<jJ· fJ .
• ) and n(f(<jJ)) = (P((.) Guided by the relationship between layered isotropie and transversely isotropie materials diseusseel above, we assume:
Substitution of these forms into the strain/displaeement and eonstitutive equations gives expressions for stress in the anisotropie sheIl:
Finally, substituting equations (7) into equation (5), and using the reeursion relations hip
gives the following two equations for the raelially elepenelent funetions Fm anel Gm:
The anisotropie field cquatiolls ean be spceialized to the isotropie ease by setting 
It is a straightforward task to substitute these funetions into equations (9); in this ease the funetions fm (kr ) andfm(Kr) neatly separate into groups which are defining equations for spherieal Bessel or Hankel funetions of order m . In the anisotropie ease, however, we must resort to numerieal methods to obtain solutions.
MATRIX FORM OF EQUATIONS
To differentiate betwcen eoeffieients in the host, shell and eore, superseripts will be introdueed; "1" for the host, "2" for the shcll, allel "3" for the eore. The ineident plane, longitudinal wave is denoted by the set of eoeffieients L,~ . To facilitate later manipulations, we introduce the foIIowing column vector definitions:
Based on the
and can immediately write expressions for stresses at the boundaries of the isotropie regions by inspection of equations (8):
(12)
where the matrices X~ and U~ are block diagonal, containing elastic constants for the exterior region in the upper left block and those for the interior region in the lower right block. In equation (13), Rm and its derivative are ca1clllated with the upper left and lower right blocks of Dm and Ern evaillated at the outer and inner radii of the shell, respectively.
FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUA TIONS
First and second derivatives are approximated at the midpoint of the shell by the following approximate equations:
Substitution of these approximations into the field equations (9), and rearranging terms, gives the desired relations hip between radial functions inside the shell and outside of it: (15) where the elements of Sm and Qm are constants whieh depend on the order, shell radius and thickness, elastic constants in the shell, density, and frequency.
Displacements and stresses in the sheII are now approximated at the interfaces by using a truncated Taylor series around the midpoint: /(a 2 ) + (r -a,)f'(a,) +"2 (r -a,)2/,,(a, ) (16) These approximations (equations 14 and 16) antomaticalIy guarantee continuity of displacement at the shell's interfaces; the four elements of Am are found by matching four stress components (noffilal and shear at each interface). Using equations (15) and (16) where X~ is based on properties of the anisotropie shell. Setting this expression equal to equation (13) gives:
whieh may be solved for Am using standard matrix methods.
VALIDATION
Fully analytic results were calculated for shells of zero thickness (Table I entries labeled "Ying & TruelI"), and for shelIs of finite thiekness, but with isotropie propenies (Table I entries labeled "Y -T shell"). The maximum deviation (in scattering cross section) of this approximate method from fully analytical results, over a wide range of shell thicknesses and wavenumbers, was 1.38%. This error, whieh is associated with the thickest shell and shortest wavelength studied, could easily be reduced by more using more than one node in the shell for finite difference approximations. Results were also found to agree with Datta, 011son and Boström (1988).
RESUL TS FOR ANISOTROPIe SHELLS
The effect of shell anisotropy on scattering was studied by calculating scattering amplitude under a variety of conditions. The shell prcsented in Figure 1 is silieon carbide, with an aluminllm host and core; all three regions are isotropie, alIowing direct validation of numerical results. Variations were then introduced by modifying the elastic constants C$\~<i$ and Ceooo to simulate a shell composed of Sie partieies dispersed in an aluminllm matrix. The modified elastic constants weaken the shell in tangential directions without affecting its properties in the radial direction. Note that all scattering amplitude plots are nOJmalized by the maximum scattering amplitude.
Very little difference is seen when the elastic constants are perturbed only slightly (compare Figures land 2) , but as C~$ and C{)(XXl are rcduced further (simulating a sparse dispersion of Sie in Figure 3 , and impcrfect boncling between dispersed Sie panicles and the matrix, in Figure 4 ) significant changes in the scattering amplitude are seen. This suggests that characterization of such a shell may be possible by measuring scattering amplitude as a function of angle, in generally backscattercd directions. CONCLUSIONS Exaet differential equations for elastie wave seattering from sphelieal shells with spherieally orthotropie properties (five independent elastie eonstants) are separable. As with scattering from an isotropie sphere, the angular equations are satisfied by Legemire polynomials whieh are independent of material properties. Unlike the isotropie ease, the radial equations are not satisfied by spherieal Hessel funetions; these equations ean be solved numerieally.
Results were validated by eomparison with exaet solutions in the ease of vanishing shell thiekness and in the ease of isotropie elastie eonstants. Agreement was exeellent over a wide range of shell thieknesses ancl wavenumbers. Calculations were also performed for a variety of anisotropie eases, and signifieant llifferenees in seattering amplitudes were notecl; this suggests that measurement of scattering amplitude over a range of angular positions will be useful in eharaeterizing the shell. 
